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A History of The Weather Café® by Rufus

The popularity of The Weather Café® often generates questions as to its origin and why thousands of “patrons” - as Rufus calls followers of his forecasts - grab their favorite morning beverage and sip through reading the discussions.

This is Rufus’ story…

Since the early 1970s, I have been weaving a personal fascination with meteorology into the fabric of my scientific career. Prior to obtaining a Master’s Degree in Entomology from Oregon State University in 1979, I was already building an ability to generate forecasts from 2-day old National Weather Service ‘thermal-paper prog charts’ in Eureka, CA. That interest came from taking courses in Meteorology, Oceanography & Physical Geography while completing a Bachelor’s Degree in Biology from California State University Humboldt (my degree had a focus on Invertebrate Marine Zoology & Biochemistry). As a young scientist, the realization of weather’s impact on the life sciences and agriculture was foundational in my quest to learn and share weather through forecasting. Concurrently, the capability of weather model programmers, coupled with advances in computing speed, expanded the ability for computer models to “look ahead” more than a just couple of days, to what is now an amazingly accurate model prognostication out 10 to 15 days at a time.

Before the age of personal computers, the Internet and smart phones, my course learnings about meteorology & forecasting grew rapidly with the help from respected PNW Meteorologists such as Jack Capell, John Walls, Phil Volker, Jim Little, Chuck Weise and Oregon’s previous State Climatologist, George Taylor. Some of them forwarded ‘used’ prog charts in self-address envelopes so I could refine a forecasting skill for PNW conditions. My forecasts are not written by parsing what others have worked hard to construct; rather, each forecast is crafted directly by interpretation of what the graphical models project. The Weather Café® is NOT meant to overshadow or displace professional weather scientist forecasts; rather, it is to function as another ‘tool’ of understanding and preparation for weather events that strike the PNW.
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Considering Liming? Try OVS’ Targeted Liming System!

At OVS, we jumpstart your young orchards. We get them into production quickly, while limiting expenses during the non-income bearing developmental stage. How does OVS do it? Our Soil Productivity Program is designed to apply highly efficient and proprietary amendments directly to the root zone of your tree in two easy steps.
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First, let me ask you this: Would you pay full price for 5% of a tractor? How about a meal? Then why pay to broadcast dry lime in a 1 to 5 year old orchard when 95% of the product is not applied to the root zone? The solution is simple. It's the OVS Targeted Liming System where we apply liquid lime only to the root zone of your developing trees. In a typical 10x20 orchard planting OVS applies 250# of our ultra-fine micronized liquid lime per acre. By concentrating our spray pattern to a 3’ x 3’ area the result is an equivalency of roughly 2 ton per acre of broadcasted dry lime. The small particle size means a faster change in pH and more readily available calcium. The best part is we can apply liquid lime anytime the field is accessible including during the driest days of summer because unlike dry lime OVS Liquid Lime stays at the base of your trees until the next rain shower plus you get the added benefit of a half-gallon of water in the heat of summer!

Pair OVS liquid Lime with two or three applications of OVS Tree Builder and you’re well on your way to a producing orchard. OVS Tree Builder is formulated to build a healthy foundation by providing phosphorus to stimulate root growth and enough nitrogen to promote length.

Contact the OVS Liquid Fertilizer Plant for more information
503-435-2700

Anthony Kay - OVS Liquid Fertilizer Plant

OVS Aurora - Your Local STIHL® Headquarters for Products & Service!

Considering purchasing new outdoor power equipment this year? Having a local STIHL® Elite Dealer & Service Department like OVS Aurora on your side makes choosing the right products for the right projects much less complicated. With a large in-store selection to choose from, and trained staff to assist you in better understanding the features of each product you’ll feel confident in your purchase!

Stop by OVS Aurora today!
We’d love to meet you, share a cup of coffee and talk STIHL®

A high-performance, high-tech, fuel-efficient chainsaw, bringing reduced-emission technology to mid-range chainsaws. Ideal for felling, firewood cutting and storm cleanup tasks.

MS 271 FARM BOSS®
$399.95

An affordable string trimmer including a built-in integrated battery and adjustable shaft length. This string trimmer is a great choice for occasional use on small properties.

FSA 45 Trimmer
$129.95

A lightweight, reliable grass trimmer, featuring STIHL Easy2Start™ technology, a low exhaust emission engine and lightweight curved shaft.

FS 40 C-E Trimmer
$159.95

For more information on these featured products and other STIHL Outdoor Equipment
visit our website at http://ovs.com/catalog/outdoor-power-equipment

Growers Supplies ◆ Equipment ◆ Service & Parts ◆ Full Agronomic Services

Aurora, McMinnville, Medford, Salem OR & Lynden, Pasco WA ◆ 800-653-2216 ◆ www.ovs.com
During the early days of sharing written forecasts directly with growers & friends by email, public interest in my prognostications expanded far beyond that small community primarily located in Oregon & Washington. Therefore, as a reflection of the informal, over-a-cup-of-coffee style of weather discussions common in coffee shops, I coined & trademarked the concept as “The Weather Café®”. Comments left on the virtual counter of The WxCafe®, provided confirmation that this form of community service had merit & favor to a rapidly growing readership. The number of followers has grown to tens of thousands across not only the PNW (including Vancouver Island & Idaho), but California, Montana, Wyoming, Ohio, Florida and, yes, England & the Philippines!

In 2005, I was elected by the Council of the American Meteorological Society as a full professional member, which was a long-time personal goal. The organization goes beyond a simple membership fee for qualification, as a review of educational transcripts, illustrations of an applicant's work in the field and written references from colleagues are evaluated for merit prior to election into membership. Three years after achieving that goal, Oregon Vineyard Supply approached me concerning posting my forecasts on the OVS website.

The relationship with OVS has been delightful and provides a wider field of exposure to provide Patrons information about upcoming weather events that may have impact on property, businesses or crop production. In the past several years, The Weather Café® has been read on Saturday morning TV Garden Shows in the Seattle market, tweeted about across the Twitter® Universe and even translated into the Hmong language for Laotian flower growers & farmers living in the greater Seattle area. It is a pleasure - a la The Weather Café® - to be a frequent 'live interview' guest on both The Saturday Farm Show & weekdays on The Morning Show hosted by Dillon Hancock on 790 KGMI Talk Radio Bellingham.

In recent months, The WxCafe® has gained the respect of new Patrons associated with the grain export business in the Ports of Longview & Tacoma, as well those utilizing the Columbia River for transport of grain products from the eastern basins. Testimonials are that the forecasts have merit because of the accuracy, long-range trending and the 'edge of humor' woven into the weather discussions.

Given that the best weather in the PNW arrives whenever a high pressure ridge is in place, I like to say that, “I work best under High Pressure.”

Thanks for your interest. Mugs up!
-Rufus
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**OVS Lynden Adds to the Team!**

June proved to be a very exciting time at OVS Lynden, when we welcomed Jeff Veldman and Jason Veldman to the team, alongside Territory Manager Satpaul Neger. Jeff is an experienced Crop Consultant serving growers in the local community in a variety of capacities for over 25 years, and brother Jason has specialized in logistic and operational support for over 10 years, recently branching out into sales.

The members of our OVS Lynden team each bring unique experiences, complementing one another and creating a synergy that offers customers the diverse level of customer support OVS is known for in the Pacific Northwest.
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**NEW! Porter 125 D 125hp Orchard Tractor w/ front & rear 3 point hitch, hydrostatic transmission and 4WD**

*List Price: $105,700*  
*SALE PRICE: $94,000*  
*60 Monthly Payments - $1,360 ea. *

*Payments based on a 5 year lease with a 25% residual. Optional purchase available at lease end for $23,500. First payment due at signing.*

**NEW! Kubota KX-040 10,000lb Excavator w/ rubber tracks, open station, 6 way blade and 12", 24" & 36" buckets w/ hydraulic quick connects**

*List Price: $74,964*  
*SALE PRICE: $60,800*  
*60 Monthly Payments - $1,015 ea. w/0%*

**NEW! Jacto J1000 250 gallon Air Blast Sprayer**

*List Price: $22,629*  
*SALE PRICE: $14,489*  
*60 Monthly Payments - $222.76 ea. **

*Payments based on a 5 year lease with a 20% residual. Optional purchase available at lease end for $2,897.60. First payment due at signing.*
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